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Battling from the Bottom Up: The Alleviation of Violence against Women by the Non-
Govemmental Sector in Post-Apartheid South Africa
(Under the direction of Dr. Srujana Kanjula)
This thesis seeks to examine the work of the Non-Governmental sector in
alleviating violence against women in South Africa. The first chapter analyzes VAW in
two time periods—1948-1994 and the post-Apartheid era, 1994-2002. The second
chapter provides an overview of the roles and methodology of NGOs in post-Apartheid
South Africa and presents a list of strategies that an effective NGO must employ.
Finally, Chapter 3 is a case study of POWA (People Opposing Women Abuse), a
Johannesburg-based VAW NGO. The case study uses the strategies and typology laid
out in Chapter 2 to evaluate the work of POWA. The researcher utilized a combination
of books, journal articles, websites, government documents, and quantitative research
studies. For the case study, the researcher developed two questionnaires which were sent
to two departments at POWA—the Training and Public Awareness department and the
Information and Resource Center; the responses were compiled into two tables and
several pages of text (Chapter 3). The study found that the NGO sector in South Africa is
performing the ground work of fighting VAW—^providing counseling, legal aid,
education workshops to abused women and advocating on their behalf as well as
providing counseling and workshops to men, children, and even perpetrators. POWA is
leading the coalition of NGOs that fight VAW in South Africa. Though POWA is often
limited in both human and financial capital, it possesses the ability to change the current
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From 1948 to 1991, South Africa operated under Apartheid, a legal and political
system based on the principle of racial segregation and discrimination. The white
minority used military, political, economic, and legislative power to benefit itself by
denying majority rights.* The system discriminated against blacks by limiting (if not
denying) the services of education, employment, housing, and health. Additionally, the
African majority was disenfranchised and denied political participation. To enforce laws,
a security system was used that subjected Afiicans to physical and psychological
violence. Furthermore, the African population was relegated to living in sectioned-off
portions of land called Bantustans where, in theory, different ethnic groups could
maintain sovereignty.
The oppression of Apartheid was especially detrimental to Afiican women,
they were doubly oppressed on the basis of both race and gender.^ The migrant labor
system considered women “unproductive” to the white economy; thus, they were
encouraged to remain on the Bantustans while men relocated to the urban areas for work.
While their husbands were allowed to perform a variety of (manual) labor, black women
could be no more than domestic workers or maids, an opportunity that did not arise until
as
the mid-1950s.
Findley, Carter Vaugh, John Alexander Murray Rothney. Twentieth Century World.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1998. p. 184
^ In the South African case, it is black women who are most affected by violence against women as they are
the majority and reside in the townships, where historically and currently, violence occurs at higher rates.
White and Indian women are more likely to reside within cities (where violence is less prevalent than in
townships) due to economic advantages.
Wives were left to raise children and care for the home as husbands relocated for
work. Pass laws, which controlled movement into urban areas (and thus to jobs), were at
first only applied to men. Once extended to women in 1959, the pass laws oppressed
women at a greater level than males as a search by a pass officer usually meant sexual
abuse and sudden imprisonment. Furthermore, no legal or social construct protected
women against rape or sexual abuse.
Women were essential to the resistance movement. Though ultimately
suspended, the women’s anti-pass campaign “utilized mass action techniques,” the most
influential of which was the twenty-thousand woman march on the Union Building in
Pretoria in 1955.^ Like all other resistance groups, the Afiican National Congress
Women’s League and the Federation of South Afncan Women were banned. Beginning
in the late 1950s, resistance to Apartheid had to move underground. Though women
were essential to resistance (they supplied materials and support), their issues were
always subsidiary to the overall liberation struggle."^ Consequently, even after the fall of
Apartheid, women had to struggle to attain equality in the new democracy.
The consolidation of democracy that began in 1992 (the March 18^^ referendum)
draped a veil of peace over the nation that was soon tom by increasing violence within
the Afiican population. The aggression of the black majority, who had for so long been
subjugated to white hegemony, was so overwhelming that even the swiftest transfer of
power could not quell it. Armed men took to the streets to seek justice.
Needless to say, in the burgeoning democracy, the issues of restitution of land,
jobs, and wages to the black majority have come well before that of gender rights. Even
^ Kemp, Amanda, Nozizwe Madlala, Asha Moodley and Elaine Sale. p. 137
Ibid., p. 138
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with an enormous increase of women in Parliament after the 1994 elections, legislation
concerning violence against women did not surface until 1998. The Government
succeeded in creating an Office on the Status of Women which fimctions to monitor the
gendered affairs of the various governmental departments. Legislation was passed in
1998 making it harder for a convicted rapist to escape long-term sentencing, and women
were given more of a voice in rape and domestic violence cases. But in reality, by 2000,
reported rape was on the increase. Though in theory women’s rights are protected in the
liberal democracy, in reality, women must face daily a culture that places them in a
subordinate and often life-threatening position.
The release of the annual crime statistics by the South Afiican Police Service
showed that there were 122.2 rapes per 100,000 people and a total of 53,383 reported
rapes.^ Researchers like Lisa Vetten estimate that only a fraction of rapes are actually
reported, as a system of reporting rape is still nascent; therefore, the actual rate of rape is
likely to be much higher. Domestic violence was not defined in legislation until the
Domestic Violence Act of 1998. Still, most women who are in an abusive domestic
relationship have little access to the law. Added to this is the fear that many women have
of facing harm or segregation at the hands of their family and community if they report;
indeed, according to the Victims of Crime Survey, of women who did not report rape,
47% feared reprisals, blame, and embarrassment.^
^ South African Police Service, reported rape figures for January-December 2000
^ Quantitative Research Findings on Rape in South Africa, p.l3
See also Table 4
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Rationale
Today, few media resources cover issues of continuing gender violence.
However, in the 1990s women around the world, both in civil society and in politics.
learned from one another the severity of gender violence; the Convention on The
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the 1995
Beijing Conference on Women brought issues of rape, domestic violence, family
violence, and female genital circumcision to international attention. The Beijing
Conference, perhaps more than any other convention like it, transformed evidence into
action; the participants, mainly civil and governmental leaders, committed themselves to
push for productive legislation and to a plan of action to incorporate all levels of society
in ending violence against women.
The need for international commitment illuminates the presence of gender
violence as a serious challenge for all levels of society. Indeed, it is a political, social,
even economic immobilizer. Violence targeted against women not only paralyzes half of
the population of a nation but also bolsters a male hegemony, which in turn paralyzes the
male, relegating his presence to that of a violent oppressor only. In a society where
gender violence is “culturally allowed” (whether by direct or indirect acceptance or a lack
of action taken against it), men and women are not equal.^ Men in patriarchal societies
set certain social standards to be followed, and if they do not respect women (as
evidenced by violence against women) then the equal treatment and respect of women
will not be of value in these standards. In South Africa, this pattern is evident at all levels
of society, from the bedroom to the boardroom. Though living in a developed country in
^ Green, December p. 96-97
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the modem age, women in South Africa are still battling violence targeted directly at
them.
Human rights abuses, like gender violence, must be exposed and eradicated if full
democracy is to be attained in South Africa. If legislation does exist that should, in
theory, protect South African women from gender violence, who is putting that
legislation into action? In the case of South Africa, it is the Non-Governmental Sector
that is performing the leg-work of gender violence legislation. Working from the bottom
up, NGOs are exposing the South African case through documentation and education.
They are enabling women, both those who have been abused and those who have not, to
avoid gender violence and triumph over it through counseling, sheltering, and education.
The work of these NGOs is often limited, but one thing is clear: NGOs are alleviating
violence against women in South Africa.
Objective
In the primary and secondary sources that chronicle the gender violence epidemic
in South Africa, there is a high level of criticism towards the state in its response to
gender violence. Conversely, many critics and researchers have much hope in the non
governmental coalition against gender violence that has emerged in the past 20 years.
The work being undertaken by the CBOs (community-based organizations) and NGOs
committed to women’s total liberation and empowerment is intriguing. NGOs work from
the bottom up to confront the epidemic of VAW in civil society. I propose that NGOs
that work against VAW, not mandated programs from the national government, are the
current answer to social change in South Africa. However, in order to successfully
5
alleviate violence against women, an NGO must go beyond the role of service provision.
It must employ certain strategies (as outlined in Chapter 3). Many NGOs, though far
from failing their constituents, have relegated themselves to only providing counseling
and sheltering. In order to alleviate the problem, an NGO must go beyond empowering
women. Such NGOs must document, advocate, and create links to national policymakers
in order to challenge the institution of gender violence.
Methodology
Much of this research was developed largely through secondary sources: books,
private reports on statistics, other theses, and websites. This secondary information,
along with primary documents and statistics, provides a general picture of the current
situation of gender violence in South Africa. Secondary sources are essential to the study
of development and to the generation of background information of the Non-
Governmental sector both in South Africa and on the African continent as a whole. The
synthesis of this information in a case study of one violence against women NGO,
POWA (People Opposing Women Abuse—an NGO that operates out of Johannesburg)
shows the culmination of development and social change theory in practical application,
i.e. the case study shows where the changes in society are coming from. Of the NGOs
considered for the case study, POWA offered the most up-to-date information about its
operations through the internet. Furthermore, the staff at POWA has been willing to
provide information not available on the website. Full-time staff of POWA completed a
questionnaire developed by the researcher to better understand how two essential
6
departments (Training and Public Awareness and Information and Resources) operate in
POWA.
Limitations
Unfortunately, in South Africa statistics on both rape and domestic violence do
not abound. For this reason, one must rely on a limited selection of official statistics.
However, the “Statistical Findings on Rape” served as an essential source for the data on
rape and the outcomes of reporting rape.
Additionally, little literature is available on the work being done by the VAW
NGO sector in South Afiica. Even though there are many NGOs working to fight VAW,
few have the resources available to publish findings. A small number of VAW NGOs
have websites.
The scope of this thesis is by nature quite narrow. It does not analyze the
ideology of rape from the male point of view or link rape to economic hardship that
South Afiica is facing (unemployment reaches nearly 30%). Additionally, this thesis
only studies one NGO, POWA. A longer work would compare POWA to other NGOs
working inside and outside of South Afiica in order to get a clearer measure of its
success.
Additonally, without actually traveling to South Afiica to analyze the work of
POWA first hand, it has been difficult to develop an adequate assessment of the work that
is actually being carried out by the NGO. Their goals are easy to identify, but the extent
* Carrie Shelvers, Director of Training and Public Awareness, and Tshipinare Marumo, Information and
Resources Manager for POWA received questionaires. Using the information from the questionnaires and
the NGO typology and strategies from chapter 3 as  a framework, the work being done by POWA will be
assessed.
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to which they have actually attained these goals is harder to know without physical
evidence. An analysis of POWA’s budget and relationship with its donors would benefit
this study but was unable to be conducted at this time..
8
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Chapter I: Understanding Violence against Women in the South African Context
Among member states of Interpol (the International Criminal Police
Organization) South Africa ranks the highest in rape cases.^ Some watchdog
organizations claim that a woman is raped every 23 seconds, others claim that 1 in every
6 women is in an abusive domestic relationship.
South African government developed adequate legislation that defines domestic violence
and rape. These two crimes significantly limit the mobility a woman has in civil society.
The severity of gender violence in a nation that holds the promise of being the democratic
vanguard for all of Afiica is indeed worthy of critical attention. Though women have
made incredible leaps in securing legislative power since the consolidation of the new
South Afiican state, women in civil society are still beset by violence and therefore
10
Only in the past 10 years has the
inhibited in both the domestic and the public realm.
Domestic Violence
Rape and domestic violence are often grouped together as they reinforce each
other; where rape is rampant in a society, domestic violence is likely present. Yet, the
origins and manifestations of each are unique. Domestic violence, as its name implies, is
violence that occurs in the home, that which in traditional patriarchal societies has been
the realm of the woman. A domestically violent male transforms the home into an unsafe
place for the female. Domestic violence limits a woman’s potential to be an actor in her
9
“Quantitative Research Finding on Rape in South Africa.” P. 5
Rape Crisis website, front page
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society; if she is injured, whether physically or psychologically, or feels threatened at any
time, she is less able to carry out her normal responsibilities and less likely to interact
outside of the home. She becomes a second-class citizen with no freedom of speech or
ability to seek justice.
While data on domestic violence in South Africa is harder to obtain than data on
other forms of gender violence, researchers have been able to qualify the varieties of
domestic violence. Domestic violence can be physical, sexual, psychological, and
economic. It is a phenomenon rooted in patriarchy. Domestic violence is the affirmation
of this particular social order, not a breakdown of it, exhibited in violence by husbands
This is to say that domestic violence is an act of maintaining order in the




Still, with the South Afiican case, domestic violence is often more prevalent in
more stressful times. As Green asserts, violence against women in the home was one
way in which the black men under Apartheid asserted dominance in a society where they
were marginalized and oppressed by the white hegemony. Men were often forced to
work away from the homelands in situations where they were constantly subordinated
personally and professionally. The home was then the only place where the Afncan male
maintained any dominance. According to Green, this dominance became violence




While Domestic Violence encompasses a range of violence that can be manifested
physically, psychologically, and economically, rape is a singular demonstration of
domestic or gender violence and can be defined more simply. Rape, according to South
Afncan law, is gender specific; only men are considered perpetrators and only women,
The law reads “[rape] consists in a man having unlawful, intentional sexual
My research has found this definition
to be highly disparaged by critics. Many female critics regard the legal definition as
chauvinistic, citing the narrow terms as negligent of the female perspective; for example,
the definition does not account for sexual assault performed with an object when surely
the pain and degradation involved is equivalent to that experienced by the victim of rape
12victims.
»13intercourse with a woman without her consent.
14
as defined by law.
Definitions aside, rape emerges as perhaps the most powerful gendered crime.
Unlike domestic violence, it is not limited to the home or familial ties. Rape can be
understood as a form of domestic violence, but this study will view it as a public criminal
act, whether or not the perpetrator is related to the victim. Because rape is both a form of
domestic violence and public violence, we can use the term “rape culture” to distinguish
a society in which rape is an accepted means of maintaining social order,
women’s opinions are not valued and women do not take part in decision-making, rape is
15 Where
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“Quantitative Research Finding on Rape in South Africa.” P. 6
ibid., “Discussions are currently in progress with aims to extend the definition to include other sexual








Rape as a cultural phenomenon is most likely to be found in
societies where men are the primary providers both economically and ideologically, and
likely to be common.
women’s roles are limited to child bearing and rearing.
Women's Rights as Human Rights
Clearly rape and domestic violence are gross violations of human rights. When
the two are present in society at high levels, women struggle to attain safety and jfreedom.
In fact, the mere presence of gender violence denies women certain rights that should be
inalienable. Women, in theory, should be protected against gender violence through the
laws of a democracy. Yet, victimized women, not only in South Africa but also in
various nations, often find common law an insufficient means of obtaining justice. The
particularity of rape and domestic violence is that the victim is often the only witness, and
thus, “cautionary rules” are often applied to the case; these rules cast doubt on the
In other words, common law, like that in South
17
credibility of the victim’s evidence.
Africa, often does more to chastise and desert the witness than it does to protect her.
South African Case under Apartheid
As stated by Green, violence against women is prevalent in societies where
women’s opinions are not valued in decision-making and men are the primary (if not
sole) providers economically and ideologically. Thus, it is essential to consider that rape
in South Afnca is not a new crime associated with political upheaval. South Africa today
nourishes a thriving rape culture deeply rooted not only in the Apartheid regime but in
16
Fedler, Joanne, Shireen Motara, and Naomi Webster, p. 128
Green, p.95
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the years before it. Traditional South African society (predominantly Bantu) was highly
patriarchal; women’s position was inferior to that of men. Violence against women
existed long before the implementation of “separate development” and the stress it placed
on the African patriarchal system. The bride price, or labola, had been paid by the
husband’s family making the wife a possession of the family. The wife had little or no
rights and was subjected to the husband’s discretion.
Social order was maintained by this system for decades before the presence of
white colonizers. The subordination of the indigenous people by the white Europeans
culminated in the legalization of segregation with Apartheid. In more ways than one,
Apartheid eroded the existing social order. Violence became a viable tool to subdue the
masses, and Africa women, considered even less worthy than their male counterparts.
were simple targets of rape and assault.
Unfortimately, it is nearly impossible to find any statistics on the nationwide
incidence of rape and domestic violence against the non-white female population pre-
1992. Under Apartheid, only crimes committed against whites were heavily documented.
However, violence was essential to legitimization of power under Apartheid. Violence
was a means of oppressing both black men and women.
Although no data can be accessed to prove this, from 1948-1991, black
subordination by the white ruling class under Apartheid made rape more prevalent in two
First, rape was a means of political subordination in the hands of the ruling white
men. African (or black) women had virtually no legal protection and thus no protection
against rape. Second, the social, political, and economic inequalities of the Apartheid
18
ways.
Although we can not access quantitative data to prove this (as crimes against blacks during the
Apartheid era were not documented), rape was nonetheless prevalent.
13
regime put even more stress on the average African male. It is probably safe to say that
gender violence against women in African society under Apartheid took on a new
dimension. Whereas in traditional society rape was a means of maintaining social order,
the introduction of a social caste system that humiliated and oppressed the African male
produced additional motivations for rape. Black townships were demarcated creating the
“perfect condition for a rise in crime;” in the absence of economic opportunities, black
19
Additionally, both South African and customary lawAfricans often turned to crime.
protected a man’s right to beat his spouse.
Apartheid wed political gender violence with domestic gender violence. Free
assembly was a non-option for blacks, both male and female; as they were not allowed to
resist passively through political opposition, blacks (especially men) found alternative
ways to fight back. Researchers like Green and Vetten postulate that the increase in
violence towards the regime bred an increase of violence within the home. Women
suffered the backlash of the anger men felt towards the racially oppressive system.
Although there is no evidence to show that domestic violence in the homelands increased
under Apartheid, it is highly plausible in consideration of the circumstances.
Non-white women were marginalized within society, not only by the limited
political participation offered to their gender and race, but also by gender-targeted
violence. Their concerns were not voiced as they were not allowed to participate
politically in South African society. Even in the organization of resistance carried out
into the Bantu Homelands, women’s concerns were always subsidiary to the liberation
struggle.
19
Nowrejee, Binaifer, p. 19
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Women were key figures in the national liberation struggle that commenced
shortly after the implementation of Apartheid. They instigated a national anti-pass
campaign after the state made it mandatory for black women to carry passes in the early
1950s; they could only move outside of the homelands by producing a pass at the
command of a police officer. Frequently, women were sexually harassed and abused
during routine “pass checks.” Thus, the fight against pass laws in the 1950s was
essentially one against gender violence. However, as state oppression toward the
liberation struggle increased, the discourse over gender issues could not be adequately
20sustained.
Finding no solace in the political organizations of their husbands and fathers.
women in the 1970s established organizations that worked from a grassroots level to
21
resist the state and addressed local concerns and struggles. Moreover, the work of
South Afncan women in exile in Europe and North America garnered the attention of
many international organizations; their education and work abroad armed them with
resources to apply to both the overall liberation struggle and the struggle against gender
violence.
In the 1980s, as exiled political groups like the African National Congress
(ANC)^^ and the newly formed grassroots groups worked through the United Democratic
Front and other legal organizations, women slowly gained a voice, however soft. In
addition, various legal (i.e., white) women’s groups fought on their own front against
20
Kemp, Amanda, Nozizwe Madlala, Asha Moodley, and Elaine Salo, p. 138
ibid. p. 139
The ANC was consolidated in 1912 with the aim to bring all Africans together to fight for and uphold
their freedom; the ANC became a mass movement after the institution of Apartheid. The movement was
harmed in the 1960s, but its followers continued to lead resistance campaigns. After the fall of Apartheid,




gender violence. Gradually, the work of groups such as Rape Crisis (founded in 1976)
began to aid non-white women in fighting gender violence. Black and colored women
were provided counseling sessions, and an interest in creating shelters for these women
developed, though they were not realized until much later.
As the liberation struggle increased in the late 1980s (and consequently the power
of the National party decreased), violent crime rose with it. Pressure groups that had long
ago abandoned passive resistance increased their fight through violent means.
Subsequently, women faced a higher risk of being violated as human rights were
abandoned. The minority ruling class declared a state of emergency in 1986 due to the
effective violent pressure of the liberation struggle. The Convention for a Democratic
South Africa (CODESA), heralded by both President F.W. De Klerk and a newly freed
Nelson Mandela, began the process of transforming the South African state from one
suffering under Apartheid to one thriving under democratic majority rule (with
multiracial representation). An interim constitution was drawn up in 1993, with the
promise of equality across race and gender.
Yet, when the Apartheid regime fell, rape did not disappear. While the
democratization process held the promise of equality for women and a society free of
violence, the initial reality was that of an increase in violence. The anger that had been
channeled into action by political pressure groups like ANC and PAC now dispersed into
the larger society. African men, aware of the slim possibility that a nation so embroiled
in strife could benefit from the elevated ideals of democracy, had weapons and anger but
little organization. Additionally, “decades of poor education for black youth resulted in
the denigration of a culture of learning and contributed to the development of a strong
16
subculture in which male chauvinism and immediate material gratification were
emphasized. An increase in gender violence was the almost inevitable outcome of a
subculture where women were sexually objectified. Rape and domestic violence were
not the only crimes that existed at such high levels post-Apartheid, but in the light of
democratization, they were perhaps the most unfortunate. How would a nation so intent
on bringing democracy home to all of its citizens reconcile the issue of Gender Violence?
Post-Apartheid Governmental Response
»,24
.. .The State is committed to the elimination of gender violence.
From the introduction of the apartheid regime in 1948 to its demise in 1991,
Black women and men worked hand in hand in the fight for liberation. The revolutionary
period offered a chance for political and social reformation, including the possibility for
women’s political empowerment.^^ Theoretically, if women are allowed political
participation, they will address gendered issues, like domestic violence and rape. During
the negotiation period (1991-1994), women, through the organization of the Women’s
National Coalition, secured themselves a place in the consolidation of democracy. The
coalition consisted of delegates from over 90 women’s political and social organizations.
The coalition members sought to create a “national women’s agenda” that would cut
across political lines to secure women a place in the solidifying govemment.^^ Women
23
Kemp, Amanda, Nozizwe Madlala, Asha Moodley, and Elaine Sale, p. 136
Republic of South Africa, Government Gazette, Domestic Violence Act (no. 118,1998), Preamble
24
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Britton, Hannah, p. 34
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As Britton says “women had twice been removed from the process of negotiation; first with the
leadership and control of their individual political parties, and, second, within the multiparty negotiating
body of CODESA” and were thus fearful that a similar situation would again occur. Ibid., p. 3.
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were intent on their inclusion in the negotiation process. The WNC derived an effective
unity from its distinctive focus on gendered issues. Because of“a policy of non-racialism
and a policy of inclusivity and nonpartisanship” the members of the WNC were able to
avoid extreme confrontations in such a sensitive time.
Women worked from both within this unified group and within their political (or
civic) organizations. Thus, they were able to push for change fi’om both inside and
outside the negotiation process. In 1992, they successfully adjudicated the position of an
extra delegate per each already-instated delegate of the negotiating team on the terms that
the extra delegate be a female. Thus for every male delegate, there was a female delegate
present at the drafting of the constitution. In this way, women’s interests were articulated
,,27
in the “one of the world’s broadest and most inclusive antidiscrimination clauses.
Additionally, in the 1994 parliamentary elections, 28.3% of the seats were secured by
women, by the same process of pressuring within party lines.^^ No individual department
within South Africa’s government adopted the gender platform; instead, the Office on the
Status of Women was created to act as a watchdog among the various departments.
An inclusive constitution and a solid number of women in governmental positions
would, in theory, implement change. Yet, in reality, it took time before gender issues
received the attention they deserved. In 1993, parliament passed the Prevention of
Family Violence Act, which successfully removed marital exemption fi-om legislation;






intimate (male) partners.^^ Though tthe act opened the doors to reforming the legal
approach to gender violence, it was highly criticized; an investigation by the Law
Commission (initiated by a private law firm) found the act unconstitutional.^® Using
reports compiled by various NGOs, a project committee refined the act, and in 1998 the
31Domestic Violence Act was finalized.
The Act (no. 116, 1998) provided the nation with  a definition of domestic
violence. Domestic Violence, according to the definition, includes everything fi*om
physical abuse and economic abuse to intimidation and damage to property; additionally,
any “entry into the complainant’s resident without consent” and any “controlling or
abusive behavior towards the complainant” is considered a violation of the domestic
32
rights of the female. The second definition of the act is directed solely toward the
South Afncan Police Service. It requires any member of the SAPS to assist the
33
In theory, law enforcement was equippedcomplainant in finding a suitable shelter,
with a clear and comprehensive definition of domestic violence, and women, also in
theory, had a measure of protection and ammunition with which to fight the culture of
gender violence.
Through the 1990s, the government, and thus society, was slowly moving away
from the view that rape and domestic violence were private matters. Through the work of
the Women’s National Coalition, South Afiica gained a constitution equipped to address
gender violence. Additionally, the efforts of various parliamentary committees resulted
in the creation of an act “to afford the victims of domestic violence the maximum
29
Vetten, Lisa, p. 96
Ibid.
Ibid.








protection from domestic abuse the law can provide. In 1994,43,216 rapes were
reported; by 1997 that number had increased to 52,696 (though it must be remembered
that an increase in reported rapes was in a sense an indicator of positive change).^^ As
gender violence was a topic of increased discussion in political and civil circles, women
were not only more equipped but also more willing to report incidents of violence.
34 Ibid. Preamble




South Africa is a nation that over the past 40 years has been rife with violence.
Institutionalized violence gave way to political violence in the liberation struggle of the
late 1980s and early 90s. Even since the fall of Apartheid, violence has continued to a
point that a culture of violence exists. Today, South Africa’s level of violent crime is
Over the past 10 years, the rate of rape has fluctuated
within 43,000 and 52,000 reported incidents. While this figure may be lower than the
actual rate (due to inadequate reporting), it remains shockingly high. South Africa’s rape
case rate is quite possibly the worst in the world,
in the United States (31.7 rapes per 100,000 inhabitants); in South Africa in 2001, there
were 121 rapes per 100,000 inhabitants.
The South African Police Service did not begin assimilating data on reported rape
until 1994. In the 8-year period between 1994 and 2002, the number of rapes reported
peaked in 2001 with 54,493 incidences (that is, 122.3 per 100,000). The 2002 total of
52,107 was 20.6% greater than that of 1994 (an increase of 10% per capita); the work of
the government through the Family Violence Act of 1993 and the Domestic Violence Act
of 1998 clearly affected the level of reported rape. While higher figures are not generally
36
worse than many war zones.
37
In 2001, 90,491 rapes were reported
38
36
Small Mercies” The Economist Web Edition,
http://www.economist.com/displavstorv.cfiTi7storv id=2131478
37
Quantitative Research Findings on Rape in South Africa^ p.3
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Information obtained from Interpol, the International Criminal Police Organization.
http://www.interpol.int/Public/Statistics/ICS/2001/SouthAfrica2001.pdf and
http: //WWW. interpol. int/Public/Statistics/ICS/2001/usa2001 .pdf
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lauded, a 20% increase in rape reporting could mean that South African society is now
more likely to report incidents of violent crime.
22
Graph 1: Reported Rape, 1994-2002






19971994 1995 1996 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
43,216 48,172 51,016 52,696 49,754 51,738 53,383 54,493 52,107Reported Rape
39
Data from the South African Police Service shows:
The 2002 total was 20% higher than the 1994 total.
The increase could be due to either an increasing in reporting (signaling that
South African women are now more willing to report gendered crimes) or an
actual increase in rape.
-> The 2002 total shows a 4.4% decrease from 2001.
39
South Africa Police Service, Reported Rape: January to December, 1994-2002
23
In 1998, Statistics South Africa released Quantitative Research Findings on Rape
in South Africa^ a comprehensive analysis of various smaller studies to highlight the
overall trends of rape in the nation. The Victims of Crime survey of 1998, which the
report uses as its paramount source, is indeed comprehensive; the household-based
survey obtained face-to-face interviews with 4,000 women. The women were selected
from a probability sample of 800 enumerator areas that were originally taken from a
sampling frame of 86,000 enumerator areas (as conducted by the 1996 Census).
The study found that 2.1% of the women surveyed had been sexually abused with
a higher incidence of abuse found among non-white women; of those who had been
sexually abused, 82.3% had been raped (Table 1). Table 2 shows that among all the
women surveyed through the study, 1.8% had been raped. Of those women who were
raped, 34.6% were the victims of a relative or intimate partner, and an additional 26.1%
knew the offender in some context, as compared to 24.4% of the victims who did not
40
know their victimizer in any way (Table 3). Additionally, nearly half of all rapes
occurred within the victim’s home, and 88.1% of the victims were raped by only one
offender.
40
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Table 2: Using data from Table 1, of total Women Surveyed, those who were raped
(1998)
Source: Victims of Crime Survey






Table 3: Circumstances in which the Rape occurred (1998)
%Number
Relationship of offender to victim
 Acquaintance of the victim 47,900 17.3
Relative or intimate 95,894 34.6
Other known person
 Refusal to say
24,605 8.9
3,969 1.4
Did not know the offender 67,595 24.4





Own residence 131,039 47.3











This portion of the Victims of Crime Survey shows:
-> 60.8% of rapes were committed by either an acquaintance, a relative or
intimate partner, or a known person
-> Nearly half (47.3%) of all rapes occurred at the victims own residence
(domestic space is not protected).
16.7% occurred near the home; thus, 64% occurred within the domestic realm.
42 Table formatted from information in Table 1
Quantitative Research Findings on Rape in South Africa, p.l3
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Table 4: Rate of Reporting Rape to the Police
Source: Victims of Crime Survey
Number %




Main Reasons for not reporting
Fear of reprisals





Belief that police would fail to solve the crime
Thought that the police would not take the incident seriously
















This portion of the Victims of Crime Survey shows:
Of the women surveyed who had been raped, only 56.2% reported the rape.
Many of the women (47.1%) who did not report the rape feared reprisals and
facing blame or shame.
-> An additional 13.2% of women had little faith in the police services.













Source: Victims of Crime Survey
The pie graphs show:
Of women who were raped, only 56% reported the rape.
-> Of those case that were reported, 48% were referred to court while 52% were
lost somewhere in the law enforcement system.
Of those cases that were referred to court, 49% were settled in court, 5% were
settled out of court, and 46% were withdrawn in court.
29
Table 5: Outcome of Police Investigations/Court Cases using information from
South African Police Services
Number %
Outcome of police investigations
Cases referred to court 22,121 47.6
Cases withdrawn before reaching court 8,456 18.2
Unsolved cases 15,037 32.4
Unfounded cases 862 1.9
100Total 46,476





Withdrawn during court proceedings






The South African Police Service shows similar data to that of the Victims of Crime:
-> Of the reported rape cases, 47.6% were referred to court.
-> 18.2% of the cases were withdrawn before reaching the court.
32.4% of reported cases were left unsolved, while 1.9% were declared
unfounded.
Of the cases that made it to court:
19.8% of the perpetrators were found guilty.
19.5% were found not guilty.
A majority of the cases (45.6%) were withdrawn during court proceedings.
Only 39.3% of referred cases lead to a determination of guilt/innocence.
-> In sum, only 13.34% of all reported rapes were settled in court.
46
Quantitative Research Findings on Rape in South Africa by Statistics South Africa, p.23
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£1.
Chapter II: NGOs and Violence against Women
4C
The proposition that the post independence African state is indeed the problem and the
inhibitor of social, economic, and political development has become the common view
among students of Africa development.”^^
The Space for NGOs in South Africa Civil Society
Observers of the South African state over the past 10 years have found in the
nation a promise of a liberal democracy that could set the bar for other newly
independent nations. Its constitution is perhaps the most progressive in the world, and
women hold almost 30% of the seats in Parliament. Yet, the presence of women in the
legislature has yet not translated into equality for women. Within civil society black
South African women are still plagued by economic and educational hardships, and, as
we have seen, both their private and public spaces are threatened daily by the presence of
rape and domestic violence.
Thus, we must view the epidemic of gender violence in South Africa within the
overall political context of the post-Apartheid South African State. Perhaps the foremost
goal of the decade-old government is democratization. Democratization can only occur if
48
all levels of society are empowered, specifically those at the grass-roots level. In a
society that fosters violence against one particular group (women), egalitarianism, and
thus full democratization, is not possible. Women in South Africa will not be fully
liberated and empowered within civil society until gender violence is fully eradicated. Of
47




course, a perfect world is an idealistic goal, but a restitution of women’s rights and an
institution of respect for these rights is an attainable goal. So who is working to
empower women?
Policy alone has failed to restore and further respect these spaces. The work of
empowering women on a local level has been thrust upon civil non-profit groups and
with good measure. Non-Governmental Organizations are non-profit organizations that
49
operate in the sphere outside the public and private commercial sectors. Where the
state has lacked in accountability, the non-governmental sector has expanded. Civil
society is taking steps towards democratization (and empowerment for women) when it
obtains its power from grassroots mobilization and participation and maintains that power
50
in the hands of local citizens, not representative elites. In the years directly preceding
and following the fall of Apartheid, hundreds of NGOs cropped up throughout South
51Africa. The responsive measure that localized NGOs have taken in the name of the
people represents democratization on a grassroots level.
Methodology of NGOs
Mobilization of the South Afncan population fi*om the ground up was a major
contributor to the establishment of democracy in the nation. Successful organization by
various civil rights and political groups lobbied the populist demands (often violently) in
the face of a weakening Nationalist government in the 1980s. It was this same population
that looked to Mandela’s new government for restitution and empowerment. Civil
Society is connected to the state in that a political machine can not legitimize power
49
Dicklitch, Susan, p. 4
Ndegwa, p. 114




except through the consent of civil society; therefore, state and civil society complement
one another.*^” In popular discourse, civil society is a public realm between the family
53
and the state that, though theoretical, is elemental to the legitimation of state power.
According to Stephen Ndegwa, civil society is only contributing to
54
democratization and empowerment if it is mobilizing on the grassroots level. Non-
Governmental Organizations (seen as the opposition to the often oppressive Afiican
55
State) empower grassroots communities in pursuing development activities. NGOs
work within civil society to “articulate democratic values” such as civil and human rights
This usually means that NGOs rally behind a particular socialfor all individuals.
movement.
As democracy has spread in Afnca in the latter half of the twentieth century, more
and more NGOs have cropped up. Where human rights abuses abound, NGOs have
emerged to provide both immediate relief and long term change. When governments are
operating above capacity or are under both internal and external pressure (as South Africa
was in the 1980s and 90s), a space is created out of which NGOs can operate. In South
Africa, at least in theory, citizen participation is accepted and encouraged; yet, as seen in
the previous chapter, some groups are at a huge disadvantage when it comes to full
participation in civil society. NGOs work against government neglect in the distribution










ability to identify, formulate, and publicize problems and needs” and a greater ability to
50
respond.
NGOs in Africa andFunding is an essential part of the work of NGOs.
specifically sub-Saharan Africa rely almost solely on grants from outside donors. The
majority of funding comes from Western or Northern sources such as Oxfam, USAID,
and various human rights funds. NGOs are significantly bound by outside financial
support; this has been one of the greatest impediments to growth. Nonetheless, many
NGOs have been able to work through budget constraints and operate on slim and often
sporadic funds. Successful NGOs often involve their beneficiaries in particular projects
and operate from light administrative structures; both strategies enable them to be more
57cost efficient.
It is crucial that an effective NGO work from a various angles to implement
change. NGOs must pursue greater advocacy on the part of their communities by
documenting the struggle of victims and educating both victims and greater society.
They must press their government for action in legislation or the implementation of
existing legislation. Ideally, they must promote human rights standards.
Welch outlines six particular strategies that an NGO can use to call attention to
the abuses and work for change on the part of its constituents. The strategies an NGO
employs are highly dependent upon the resources that are available for the organization’s
use. Additionally, the objectives that the organization intends to address dictate which
strategies are utilized. These six strategies provide a basis for measuring the effectiveness
of NGOs, as successful NGOs in the past have made use of them.
58
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1 - Education: The proposition that aware citizens make the best activists for human
rights forms the basis of the education strategy. Claude proposes that by
promoting human rights’ education from both the bottom up, as in persuading
youth through refined curricula, and the top down, as in informing lawyers and
paralegals of human rights abuses and encouraging protection, civil society can
Education can be achieved through implementing new
59
protect human rights,
curricula, developing public awareness campaigns, and increasing media
attention. However, human rights education is indeed still lacking. African
NGOs, and specifically some South African VAW (Violence against Women)
NGOs, have taken hold of education as a means of empowering constituents.
2- Empowerment: Empowerment is essential to democracy; groups who have been
previously disadvantaged in civil society become the subjects that NGOs attempt
In the case of gender violence, VAW NGOs aim to mobilize
60to mobilize.
women on a political, social, and domestic level. Women’s empowerment is any
process by which women gain greater access to necessary resources which can
The ideal goal of empowerment is to equip the
disadvantaged group with the resources needed to reach political empowerment.
Theoretically, once this group is represented at various levels of the political
system, policy will be enacted on its behalf that will transform the structures that
With the case of violence against
61
provide significant life changes.
allow inequality and injustice to persist,
women in South Africa, though women are well-represented in Parliament, there








approach to empowering women, and specifically abused women, has not yet
resulted in empowerment. NGOs are working from the ground up to empower
abused women. By using such tools as sheltering and counseling, VAW NGOs
(like POWA and Nisaa) are providing women with necessary resources and skills
to be fully participatory in society.
3- Enforcement: Enforcement through the national court system is the most familiar
means of protecting human rights in developed nations,
enforcement that is possible is highly dependent on the legal and judicial s>^tem.
Laws exist that by nature protect human rights. If such laws are absent (absence
of rule of law), enforcement is impossible. Likewise, there must exist a court
system that seeks to protect human rights on the basis of the rule of law. Finally,
as victims of human rights offenses often have limited access to essential
resources, enforcement relies on a “functioning system of legal assistance” that
provides these victims access to the legal system.
One of the largest problems facing South African women who seek retribution
through the legal system is simply the inaccessibility of courts. NGOs can play a
particular role in aiding these women. Many NGOs offer transportation for these
women, but perhaps the most effective work that NGOs have done in the realm of
enforcement is in providing legal assistance. NGOs can translate abstract legal
jargon into language that victims can understand. NGOs can inform abused
women of their rights when the police service has failed to do so. It would seem
that the criminal and law enforcement system in South Africa would be more






likely to respond to incidents of property damage than to gender violence, but the
current atmosphere is increasingly progressive, largely due to the work of various
64
NGOs.
Documentation: Documentation by governments, in addition to being infrequent4-
and limited in release, “can be, at worst uninformative bureaucratic twaddle and at
»65
best, cautious expositions of what governments do or intend to do.
documentation carried out by NGOs, however, is effective in pressuring
governments. NGOs often have credible links to the media, and because of their
grass-roots foundation, their documentation incorporates a vantage point that the
government does not. Furthermore, much of government documentation relies
The
heavily on that of NGOs who provide crucial elements of information and




5- Democratization: Democratization “builds on the belief that civil society
„67
requires governments committed to [a plethora of] civil and political rights.
Therefore, an NGO that “democratizes” seeks to build bridges between its
government and the human rights work the NGO itself carries out. When looking
at an NGO that focuses its resources on one particular group facing oppression,
say abused women, the process of democratization is a limited and often




Welch, p. 61. Welch goes on to say that “public awareness of human rights problems arises largely as a







the pressures faced by victims of abuse. In the long term, it aims to educate
victims of abuse so that they can fight back and reclaim the space in society that
has been taken from them by the abuse. Therefore, an NGO’s connection to
government may be limited. Yet, without pressuring the government for further
democratization (through advocacy) an NGO may be little more than a service-
provider.
NGOs can advocate on behalf of a marginalized group in order to enable
participation and empowerment of that group. NGOs have a further responsibihty
to monitor existing policies and their implementation. Additionally, they can
build a coalition of like-minded individuals and organizations and develop a
means of discourse between these (perhaps through forums or pubHcations).
The research and expertise of South African NGOs were vital in promoting the
Domestic Violence Act of 1998.
6- Development: Pro-development NGOs usually focus on marginalized groups
(farmers, rural women) and seek to increase the economic welfare of these
68
Efforts at development are similar to those of empowerment, yet place
sole emphasis on securing basic welfare for disadvantaged or disempowered




An NGO working to empower a certain group caimot do soof human rights.
until the basic needs of that group are met. An NGO can be said to participate in
the development process if it seeks to establish means by which a group can





process is intrinsic to democratization and national government reform at the
macro level. At the grass-roots level, a human rights NGO might pressure local
government to provide better irrigation systems for a group of farmers. A VAW
NGO might educate victims in basic typing skills in order to equip them with a
means of securing an income.
Human rights NGOs seek to speak and act directly for the victims they represent.
They can do so by various strategies. Yet, the six outlined above are perhaps the most
important and the most employed strategies. A successful NGO utilizes all the above
strategies to at least some extent. NGOs focused on violence against women are more
generally concerned with the first four strategies of education, empowerment,
enforcement, and documentation. In the long run, they desire to aid democratization and
development, though only in that they are the eventual outcomes of the liberation and
empowerment of women. Many VAW NGOs exist only to “fill a gap,” i.e., provide a
service that is lacking in civil society, such as adequate sheltering and counseling. The
most effective VAW NGOs, however, seek not only to alleviate the current oppression
that abused women face but also to empower women through education, legal aid, and
resource management. In the long term, they aim to reclaim a space for women in civil
society by creating a credible system of documentation, advocacy, and awareness. A
typology can now be developed that will place the above information into a rubric that
can be used to analyze an NGO.
39
NGO Typology^ in the South African Case
Though many NGOs resemble one another as their work is primarily cooperative
and humanitarian, the actual function of one NGO in South African society varies greatly
70
It is helpful to catalogue (or define) NGOs in theirfrom the function of another NGO.
relation to other similar organizations by the kind of services they provide and the groups
within a community they serve. Susan Dicklitch’s typology of NGOs proves beneficial
as it identifies the actual work that various NGOs carry out, rather than their promise to
the overall democratizing efforts.
Dicklitch places African NGOs in one of three groups: Voluntary Organizations
(VO), People’s Organizations (PO) also known as Grassroots NGOs, and Gap-fillers also
known as Public Service Contractors (PSC). These three organizations are not mutually
exclusive. They can operate within the same space, and a particular organization may
possess the characteristics of both a Gap-filler and a People’s Organization.
Table 6: Three Types of NGOs
Type of NGO Description Examples
Source: Susan Dicklitch, The Elusive Promise of NGOs in Africa: Lessons from Uganda, p. 6
1) Voluntary Organization Address issues that exceed Human rights and legal aid
associations, umbrella
associations of national
those of its members, are
often intermediary groups















Exists to serve its members,
self-reliant, independent of












fill gaps, often must adjust
programs to fit available
funding rather than social












While Voluntary Organizations work as intermediaries between lower-level
organizations in order to engage civil society on  a political level. People’s Organizations
focus on one group, say women, and work toward engaging and empowering that group
72
POs and VOs that work to liberate and empower a traditionally oppressedas a whole.
group hold the most potential for actually strengthening civil society and promoting a
73
more democratic polity. Yet, these two are not as prevalent in South African society as
are gap-fillers. Gap-fillers should not be viewed in a negative light as they are not
unprogressive to society. Rather, due to limited resources or networking, they have
limited their operations to relief or service provision. Gap-fillers are organizations that
protect human rights yet do so for only a limited group of people. They do not often
promote long-term goals of development and democratization but instead try to alleviate
a particular ill in society.
71
This table is based on Dicklitch’s (p. 10) which she developed as a typology of Africa NGOs in general.






Dicklitch proposes that though VOs and POs are able to effect change within civilt’
society, there are not enough present to do so and that, furthermore, many VOs and POs
often provide only service-provision due to the current political and economic
74
atmosphere.
The History of NGOs in South Africa
Non-govemmental organizations now abound in South Africa. It has been
75
estimated that the nation boasted 54,000 NGOs in the mid-1990s. In the era of
Apartheid, NGOs existed, but they were relegated to providing services only (gap-fillers).
Only white citizens had the resources to provide such services, thus many organizations
provided service provision but did not aim to empower the marginalized group nor work
to implement new policy. The oppressive political context of the Apartheid era rendered
political advocacy and human development on the part of marginalized groups
nonexistent. South Africa avoided the criticism of outside international bodies such as
I
the UN for decades. However, the pressures of international human rights organizations
were influential in the dismantling of Apartheid. The South Afiica that emerged from
Apartheid was weak indeed, begging for the attention of both national and international
human rights organizations.
Under democracy, various NGOs and CBOs (Community Based Organizations)
emerged, while older organizations (like Rape Crisis and POWA) were able to take on a
new dimension of political and civic involvement. These NGOs became facilitators of
change for the victims they represented. Just as NGOs had more freedom to empower.
74
ibid. p. 8
Welch, p. 48. A private group calculated this number. Welch thinks the number might be somewhat




they had a responsibility to inform victims of the services and protections offered by a
democratic regime. Furthermore, they had to protect and increase these services. The
high number of NGOs present in South Africa can be seen as proportional to the human
rights abuses that still persist in the newly democratic nation.
In 1999, Santosh Saha compiled a dictionary of Human Rights Advocacy
Organizations in Africa. He selected only the most prominent and well-developed NGOs
to give a comprehensive, but concise framework of the non-govemmental sector in
Afnca. He catalogued 33 organizations for South Africa, more than any other nation.
By qualifying the operations of the various NGOs within the typology created
above, we can formulate an analysis of the NGO sector in South Africa as presented by
Saha. An overwhelming number, 19 of 33, can be defined as gap-fillers (it is important
to remember that this is not a negative classification). Though all 33 aim to promote and
protect human rights, most have very limited resources and focus only on one sector of
the population (e.g., prisoners or farmers).
At least five of the organizations work specifically for the rights of prisoners. Six
address the abuses of the legal system on one or more groups (children, women, black
lawyers). Two NGOs seek to promote a better way of life for disabled citizens of South
Afnca. Thirteen of these organizations advocate on behalf of women.
Of the thirteen women’s rights groups in South Africa that Santosh outlines,
twelve are VAW (Violence Against Women) NGOs. Though many are gap-fillers,
providing shelters and counseling only, at least  5 can be considered People’s
Organizations as they educate, document, and provide necessities such as sheltering.
counseling, and training. At least one. Black Sash, established in 1955, is a Volimtary
43
1
Organization that advocated for human rights for blacks, coloreds, and Indians before any
other organization did. In the post-Apartheid era. Black Sash has shifted its resources to
more specified realms like violence against women and race-based housing. As a well-
established NGO in South Africa, Black Sash is a model for non-govemmental action in
76
the nation.
Perhaps one of the most significant gains that the NGO sector has made in the
fight against gender violence has been in the development of shelters for women escaping
violent relationships. People Opposing Woman Abuse (or POWA), in 1984, created the
first shelter specifically for abused women.^^ Though many shelters are modeled after
Western prototypes, indigenous organizations have found ways to create shelters unique
to the South African feminine experience. Inherent in the South Afiican model is the role
shelters play as motivators of change. Shelters operated by NGOs have strategies to
empower women through sheltering. Emergency accommodation is the essential, but
many NGOs offer much more than accomadation. Many offer legal and medical
assistance, short and long-term counseling, child therapy, and vocational training. The
sheltering services provided by POWA, Nisaa, and The Advice Desk for Abused Women
offer the most adequate services. Of the 24 shelters for abused women in South Africa,
78
only two are merely service-providers, solely offering crisis accommodation.
Sheltering is one essential tool for eradicating systemic violence. When
sheltering is combined with counseling and legal services, abused women are provided
the resources necessary for empowerment. The most successful VAW NGOs in South
76
Saha, Santosh. (compiled information from the entire dictionary)
Park, Yoon Jung, Rudashni Peters, and Caron De Sa, p. 244
ibid., p. 272-84. Shalom Bayit in Johannesburg and The Sahara in Durban offer only crisis





Africa are providing this combination. While many are limited in resources and
publicity, their provisions still allay the need for sheltering and counseling even if only
79
for a small number of women. NGOs that provide documentation and publicity are
encouraging a growing culture of public awareness, pressuring both the government and
civilians to respond to abuses. South African VAW NGOs, whether gap-fillers or VOs,
are working together to eradicate an ill that is oppressing many South Afiican women.
79
Shalom Bayit has sheltering space for only 2 women and their children.
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Chapter III: Case Study of POWA
POWA, People Opposing Women Abuse, seems to be at once a VO (Voluntary
Organization) and a Gap-filler. Like a VO, it aims to empower abused women and
challenge the social structures that uphold the culture of gender violence; like a Gap-
filler, it provides basic services according to budgetary constraints. This section will
examine POWA as a case study and qualify its effectiveness within two parameters: the
strategies and typology of human rights NGOs presented in the previous section.
Table 7: POWA at a Glance
Founding Date 1979
Berea, central Johannesburg (serving the townships of Katlehong,
Soweto, Vosloorus, and Sebokeng)
To create a safe society that does not tolerate VAW and where women
are powerful, self-reliant, equal, and respected
Various CBOs in the surrounding townships.
Church and faith-based organizations, welfare organizations,
celebrities (often one-time donors). International Donor Agencies such
as the Royal Netherlands Embassy
1) Clinical Services, 2) Legal Services, 3) Research 4) Training and






For Abused Women: Individual/Couple/Group Counseling, legal
advice, court preparation and support, educational workshops and
seminars, training workshops, self-help economic training
For Broader Society: training in counseling skills, lobbying and
campaigning, research, outreach and support to CBOs with similar
goals, resource center
5 full time staff members, various part-time staff and volunteers






The following case study is a result of close communication with People Opposing Woman Abuse
(POWA). When my thesis was yet a proposal, I selected POWA for the case study, as its online resource
center was efficient and up-to-date.
The following section incorporates the answers provided by Tshipnare Manimo, Information and
Resource Manager, and Carrie Shelver, director of Training and Public Awareness in their responses to the
individual questionnaires. The questionnaire with responses from Mr. Marumo is in Appendix A, and the
questionnaire with responses from Ms. Shelver is in Appendix B.
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months. Offers individual and group therapy, life skills training,
communication and parenting training, and a gardening project to
supply a portion of shelter food.
In the past, POWA has conducted research with various universities.
POWA began as an outgrowth of the Cape Town NGO Rape Crisis when the
Research
organization sought to respond to the increasing rate of violence against women in
S2
Volunteers from the University of Witwatersrand, armed with a pagerJohannesburg.
and a referral list, chartered POWA in Berea, central Johannesburg in 1979.
Johannesburg (and its surrounding townships) boasts the nation’s highest crime rates.
including those for rape and assault.
POWA is an “experienced, expert, multi-skilled service provider, specializing in the
eradication of violence against women to enhance women’s quality of life.” POWA
seeks “to empower women” and create “a safe society where women are powerful, self-
reliant, equal, and respected.” POWA employs a holistic approach to fighting VAW. Its
bedrock activity therefore is counseling and support. The organization provides
therapeutic service through group and individual counseling to women who have suffered
abuse. Counseling is offered both on an out-patient basis and on an in-patient basis
through the shelter, where abused women and their children may remain for up to 6
months. All counselors hold degrees in social work and those who assist in counseling
have received training from the South African Institute for Traumatic Stress.
Counseling is the primary form of empowerment of the victim. Counselors are able
to create a safe space in which to facilitate dialogues on the abuse. Counselors help
victims to cope with the crisis of leaving an abusive relationship and the hardships
experienced in the process of leaving. Sheltering is crucial to a successful departure from
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an abusive relationship. In the shelter, women are provided necessary services (such as
child care) and regimented counseling.
Alongside of counseling, women are offered educational workshops and seminars and
the opportunity to participate in economic empowerment groups where they can learn
skills essential to acquiring part-time or full-time employment (if they are in fact
unemployed or coming from economically dependent relationships).  In this way, POWA
offers victims a second level of empowerment: self-sufficiency or economic
independence.
The safety and support provided by counseling and the opportunities for self¬
development are essential in determining whether  a woman will take the next step and
bring her case to court. POWA provides legal advice, court preparation, and court support
to women who seek to take their cases to court but lack the resources or know-how to do
so. In providing legal aid, POWA utilizes the strategy of enforcement but on behalf of
empowering the woman.
The above information illustrates that POWA is an effective Type 3 NGO, that is a
Gap-filler or Service Provision NGO. POWA effectively uses its resources to counsel.
educate, and develop individual victims of violence against women. POWA thereby
employs the strategies of empowerment (in counseling), education (workshops, seminars
for victims), enforcement (in providing legal aid), and development (career training).
Providing these services is important, but in order for any NGO to move beyond healing
the victim and actually effect change in civil society, it must do more than empower.
educate, and develop its constituents.
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For an NGO like POWA to be considered a Voluntary Organization (which holds the
most potential for actually changing society) it must employ the strategies of
democratization (through advocacy), education (the education of larger society, not just
victims of abuse), and documentation. The crucial question then is: Does POWA utilize
these strategies or is it simply filling the role of service provision?
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Table 8: How POWA’s Services Measure Up to the Six Essential Strategies
Strategy
Empowerment
 Implementation by POWA
Counseling, Sheltering, Educationa Workshops, Outreach and
Support to CBOs







Self-help Economic Training, Outreach and Support to CBOsDevelopment
As Mr. Marumo has stated, “POWA has covered a lot of ground [to become] a
service provider that uses its experiences and knowledge to enable it to play an important
POWA sees itself as an advocate for the eradication of VAW. Thus, inadvocacy role.
theory, it is far more than a service provider. POWA lobbies for legislation and policy
changes on behalf of its victims in the sectors of Health, Welfare, and Safety and Security
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In 2002, POWA contributed to the “Report of theand the Criminal Justice System.
>»85
Parliamentary Task Group on the Sexual Abuse of Children. Clearly, POWA values
the work of advocacy, but it is hard to say to what extent it actually lobbies effectively as
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As outlined by Claude Welch and discussed in Methodology ofNGOs
POWA website at http:/. vvvvw.pwa.co.za/Displav.asp?ID=l
“Report of the Parliamentary Task Group on the Sexual Abuse of Children.” 2002




POWA does not publish reports on its lobbying campaigns. Creating links with
government is visibly not as fundamental to POWA as is counseling.
Yet, POWA does not merely employ a strategy of service provision. POWA’s
department of Training and Public Awareness possesses the aims to combat violence
against women externally, through involving broader civil society. The Training and
Public Awareness department seeks to “create awareness around the issue of VAW in
civil society and the state” and “aims to reach men, perpetrators, and yoimg adults in
Additionally, the TPA works internally within POWA to increase the skills
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general,
and capacity of service providers (to insure women receive effective treatment).
At its inception, POWA did not charter a department for public awareness.
Rather, POWA formed an educational team that carried out research for pubhcation. The
team grew over the years to employ a staff of volunteers, but, by 2002, the functions of
the TPA had been reassigned to clinical staff due to shortages of funding and resources.
When Carrie Shelver took over in 2002, it was her job to reestablish the TPA.
The TPA is unique within POWA in that it carries out proactive work in two
areas: to educate and develop service providers in order to maintain adequate service
provision and to engage in preventive work through campaigns and interventions aimed
at youth, community members, and, especially, men. The first area reinforces the
strategies of empowerment and internal education, whereas the second area of work
possesses the greatest potential to effect change within broader society through advocacy.
By developing campaigns that target the broader society, POWA is building
awareness of violence against women. POWA seeks to inform non-victims of the
severity of VAW and the role they can play in combating it. In the past, POWA has
86POWA website
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developed campaigns in the areas of policy and law reform and victims rights. When
designing its awareness campaigns, the TPA targets the criminal justice system, health
and welfare institutions, perpetrators, men in general, and youth. The TPA relies on both
research conducted internally within POWA and externally through other NGOs and
private researchers. Recently, the TPA ran a pilot program in a large male prison with
men who were incarcerated for intimate femicide. Currently, the TPA is creating a public
relations campaign that will chronicle 25 years ofPOWA’s contribution to the struggle
for gender equality in South Africa. TPA performs self-monitoring in addition to
consulting outside firms for evaluating their performance. Additionally, the simple fact
that many clients return to the TPA for its services shows that the work of the TPA is
generally successful.
Clearly, the TPA has honorable aims to impact violence against women through
increasing awareness and advocacy. Yet, little coordination exists between campaigns
and broad social movements (as Ms. Shelver concedes in the questionnaire, see Appendix
B). Within South Africa, various messages are competing for the same attention and
often with conflicting ideas about gender violence. Ms. Shelver would like to see an
alliance between campaigns (produced by various VAW NGOs) in order to advocate on
behalf of gender violence in a collective and effective way. Yet, the TPA is limited by
human resources and coordination within POWA as a whole (as surely are the awareness
departments of other VAW NGOs). The current TPA department has been in existence
for less than two years. It will take time before the department can develop a firm
grounding within the organization and secure much needed resources.
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Ms. Shch'cr conceded in reference to awareness as  a whole, “Somehow we are
failing to link public awareness campaigns with experience in a way that encourages
behavioral change... We have found that people are generally aware of physical and
sexual abuse and the laws governing gender violence. People are increasingly willing to
speak out against gender violence. [But] access to justice remains inadequate and levels
of violence continue to be disproportionately high.”
In order for the TP A to succeed in its many aims, POWA will have to delegate
more funds and human capital to its infrastructure. Additionally, the foundation of the
TPA within POWA must be strengthened so that even when funds are limited in a fiscal
period, the activities of the TPA would not be suspended and thus the work of POWA
relegated to service-provision.
Additionally, documentation is not visibly a pillar of POWA’s campaign.
However, the research department has collaborated with the University of South Afiica to
examine the services provided to abused women by medical practitioners. The results of
this research are not published on POWA’s site but may be accessed through the resource
department. POWA’s resource department contributes to its education and advocacy
campaigns as it provides individuals and groups with literature on violence against
women.
In order to fully gauge POWA’s aims at eradicating violence against women.
numbers on women sheltered and counseled over a certain time period are needed.
Additionally, without an idea of how many women access legal aid, it is difficult to know
how well they are effectively enforcing laws and contributing to empowerment. The
researcher inquired after numbers on the following (all over the time period of 2001-
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2003): women sheltered; men/women/children counseled; women provided legal
services; women provided skills development; and community members taking part in
educational seminars. However, to date, POWA has not provided any data. Either
POWA is not a transparent organization or is unable to provide the numbers at this time.
With a lack of quantitative data, one can only measure POWA by what it proposes to do.
POWA envisions itself as a voluntary organization. It seeks in the short term to
empower its victims; in the long term, it sees itself as advocating for change both within
broader society and within the state. If POWA indeed serves a substantial number of
victims and community members, POWA has succeeded at developing a program that
provides healing for victims and empowerment through education and training. POWA
contributes to the overall economic development of victimized women by providing self-
sufficiency training. While it has the desire to participate in the overall democratization
process, POWA does not appear to have the necessary infrastructure to impact VAW on a
macro level. In order to do so, POWA would need more funding and a stronger
infrastructure. Yet, POWA cannot merely be considered a gap-filler NGO. Rather,
POWA is on its way to becoming a Voluntary Organization. With more emphasis and




Even 10 years after the demise of Apartheid, violence still pervades South African
society. As of 2002, South Africa ranks the highest in reported rape. For a nation that
boasts one of the world’s most liberal constitutions and ranks seventh in female members
of Parliament, the high level of violence against women stains the democratic image.
Gender violence acts as an inhibitor to women in South African civil society. Until
violence against women is eradicated, women will not enjoy the full benefits of
democracy. Though the South African Parliament has passed two significant pieces of
legislation that address violence against women, the government has done little in the
way of implementation.
Instead, NGOs are implementing change from the bottom up. VAW NGOs
employ a vast array of practices. VAW NGOs can be categorized by the goals they
maintain and their means for achieving these goals. Voluntary Organizations hold the
most promise for eradicating violence against women as they not only act to counsel and
empower victims but also to transform the structures that bolster the culture of violence.
They do so through awareness campaigns and documentation. Furtheraiore, successful
VAW NGOs employ a strategy of advocacy that builds links between the state and civil
society. In this way, NGOs contribute to the overall process of democratization by which
women may be fully liberated in South African society.
Assuming that POWA provides the services it proposes, it employs at least four of
the six strategies that are essential to the work of a successful VAW NGO. POWA
effectively empowers women through counseling and sheltering, educates them through
workshops and seminars, enforces laws through legal aid, and develops communities as a
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whole through career workshops. POWA does not, however, effectively document and
publish abuses nor does it sustain significant advocacy links with the state. In this way.
POWA often relegates itself to service-provision, which, though it protects and
empowers women, does little to challenge the structures in society which promote
violence against women. Ideally, POWA would strengthen its infrastructure in order to
promote education and advocacy, document abuses, increase publicity, aid in economic
development, and act as an intermediary between the grassroots and state. POWA would
effect greater change if it were to allocate more resources and expertise to the areas of
advocacy, lobbying, documentation, and awareness. Even so, POWA and similar
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Appendix A: Questionnaire for Tshipinare Marumo, Information and Resources
Manager, POVVA
How would you describe POWA?
An NGO that addresses violence against women (VAW) as its focus and sees it as a
form of gender based violence (GBV) that needs a developmental approach to be
successful. POWA is an experienced, expert, multi-skilled service provider,
specializing in the eradication of VAW to enhance women’s quality of life. A
feminist organization aiming to particularly empower women. An organization that
has a strong gender sensitive stance and seeks to empower women through the
process of counseling, education, advocacy & lobbying for legislative and policy
changes in different sectors e.g, criminal Justice system, health, correctional services
etc. An organization that is addressing VAW as its focus area and sees it a form of
GBV that needs a developmental approach to be successful.
1.
2. Why was Johannesburg chosen as POWA’s headquarters?
When Rape Crisis (wvvvv.rapecrisis.org.za) in Cape Town was established in 1976
members felt that there was a need to open a similar organization in Johannesburg
due to high incidences of VAW and thus POWA was established in 1979 by a group
of volunteers with a pager and referral list. Most of these volunteers were students of
the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits University). Therefore, POWA became
part of the Wits University Mental Health Society.
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3. How does POWA’s location (s) factor into the overall mission of the
organization?
The locations chosen for assisting are particularly the so-called black townships
(Katlehong, Soweto, Vosloorus & Sebokeng). POWA has offices in these areas and
the head office is based in Berea, central Johannesburg.
4. What research does POWA base its work on?
Woman abuse & its impact, both on women and on children as well, inclusive of
HIV/AIDS and its link to domestic violence & rape. This includes women’s health.
Research undertaken in the organization is intended to support the development of
new and dynamic counseling techniques etc.
5. How were the separate departments of POWA decided upon?
Due to the necessity, I suppose. The organisation’s bedrock activity is: Counselling &
support, so other departments support this through TPA (Training & Public
Awareness)- to increase awareness of gender based violence and to ensure that all
staff have the skills to perform. Our shelters provide a secure and empowering
environment for survivors of gender-based violence where they are healed. Our
volunteer department ensures that all volunteers are trained in counseling skills and
other necessary skills that will ensure that they are in a position to help survivors of
gender based violence. Our offices provide a prompt, sensitive, socially inclusive and
professional service to survivors of gender-based violence. Our administration
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ensures the implementation of POWA’s programmes by facilitating accountable and
efficient use of resources.
6. What is the overall goal of POWA and how do the various departments work
to actualize this goal? (in your own words)
To create a safe society that does not tolerate VAW & where women are powerful,
self-reliant, equal & respected.
7. If you will, tell me about the current projects that POWA is undertaking.
Two research projects has been completed by the Research Manager in collaboration
with the University of South Africa (www.unisa.ac.za). The one research project’s
objective was to investigate the anatomical location of physically abused women’s
injuries and the perceived support given by medical practitioners, the other research
project looked into trauma and secondary victimization of children exposed to
domestic violence residing in shelters in Gauteng, South Africa. The TPA (Training
& Public Awareness) department has been doing (e.g. the Training of Business
Against Crime members in Mpumalanga province fwww.bac.org.za) and the training
of volunteers (those offering court support, those who do counseling & those who do
public awareness has just ended. There are other projects such as the Clinical
department going out schools in Gauteng province to raise awareness on rape and
domestic violence etc.
8. What is a typical day in the POWA office like?  A typical week or month?
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Busy, with counseling sessions for survivors of gender-based violence, legal advice
being given, court support being given, responding to the number of calls & requests
for assistance for various sorts. Dealing with a number of requests from CBO’s
(Community Based Organisations) for assistance etc.
9. Where do campaign/project ideas come from?
Staff & Volunteers
10. From what backgrounds do POWA’s employees come? Is a college degree
required for any or all positions?
Since the core business of the organization is counseling, most counselors are Social
Workers with Social Work degrees. In other positions such as Social Auxiliary
Workers (they assist Social Workers with counseling & support)- degrees are not
necessary, since the South African Institute for Traumatic Stress trains Social
Auxiliary workers & they are awarded their certificates upon the completion of their
courses. The Research Manager has varsity degrees in anatomy, medicine &
psychology. The TPA (Training & Public Awareness) manager has varsity degrees in
political science, English language teaching & adult education. The Volunteer
Programme Manager has varsity degrees in Social Sciences. The Information &
Resource Manager has varsity degrees in Library & Information Sciences These are
all the support staff-who support the actual work of the organization. Other staff
members e.g. General Worker or Cleaner & receptionist do not require a college
degree. The receptionist however, has a formal level of training in management
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assistance/secretarial courses. Our administration section has experienced people (e.g.
Financial Assistant & Administration Assistant).
11. Does POWA seek to employ or somehow incorporate women into the
workforce that have experienced gender violence?
Yes, one of our staff members comes ifrom an abusive relationship and she used to
stay in our shelters. She has been employed by the orgamzation for more than 6 years.
12. How does POWA work to mobilize women against gender violence on a grass
roots level?
We work closely with CBO (Community Based Organisations)- which ideally
supports our campaigns etc. We support and mentor groups wanting to open similar
services in their areas. The changing contexts and shifts in funding priorities have
made it important for POWA to have a clearly defined niche and identity and to
results when fund-raising. Lacks of human, financial & physical have tended
to inhibit advocacy and a grassroots approach-making the focus to be more service
provision and awareness only.
measure
13. How does POWA secure funding? Do most donors continue to give on a
yearly basis? Can individuals make donations?
Yes, individuals can make a donation. Our funding comes from various sources,
church or faith based organizations (FBO’s), Welfare organizations, Celebrities
(through events such as Vday, Celebrities such as Charlize Theron (of Monster fame).
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International Donor agencies such as Royal Netherlands Embassy, Novib, AUSAID,
National lottery, and a whole lot of donations in kind. Some donors do not continue to
give on a yearly basis, either the funding is once-off. The Big ones such as Novib,
Royal Netherlands Embassy are consistent.
14. How does POWA measure success?
Through our reporting tools and performance appraisal etc. Through Media coverage
of the issues, we raised, through education awareness programmes to commumties
and organizations, with the specific aim of encouraging them to take responsibility
for finding solutions to eradicate violence against women. While we have no M & E
(Monitoring & Evaluation) system to assess impact out there- Our media and
awareness campaigns have ensured that clients and people do come back to us e.g. we
ion in the
act as a reference point to the media. Profiling and promoting the organization
media has been very critical. We are currently working on clear indicators as part of
the definition of the new strategy that the organization is look at.
15. How would you rate the success of POWA in the past 20 years? 10 years.
Rape and domestic violence remains problems that are there in society. POWA has
covered a lot of ground in moving from being a somewhat marginal pressure group to
becoming a service provider that uses its experiences and knowledge to enable it to
play an important advocacy role. This ensures that its lessons and strategies are
become available to a wider audience. This is important and reflects implementation
of a conscious strategy. POWA is also successfully avoiding becoming pigeonholed
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as an earnest NGO: its links to the private sector as well as other social groups and its
increasing public profile are to say the most commendable. This high level of
integration into civil society seems a good strategy at this point. The organisation has
seen increased media profile over the past 24 or 25 years.
16. What are some of the limitations that POWA faces or has faced in the past?
What was done or is being done to overcome these?
Lack of fimding & human resources. The current Director and different managers
managing different programs are addressing the issue of funding.
17. How do you see POWA helping to change the culture of violence in South
Africa?
This is the year in which South Afnca celebrates 10 year of democracy. While POWA
has historically focused on domestic violence (i.e. violence against women in the home)
there is a need to take a broader approach and to start addressing other kinds of violence
against women. POWA also needs to address the long-term factors that influence its
results, such as joblessness. POWA needs to develop a clear and consistent approach to
confronting and preventing violence against women that can be promoted and replicated
in other contexts by other organisations and social institutions. POWA as an
organization cannot alone, address a culture of violence that has spun over decades and
decades of apartheid and colonialism, in terms of advocating and lobbying for legislative
and policy changes surely the organization can still play a role, but this will need a
unitary national strategy.
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18. Where do you see POWA in the future?
POWA will still be dealing with VAW. The 25 years of experience and expertise has
made sure that the organisation’s image improves and it has made the organization to
be recognized. POWA will still be seen as a specialist in the gender based violence
area in South Africa. Though, currently limited funds still inhibit performance, there
are other plans or programs which will have to be included e.g. The Batterers’
program. The organization will be using a development intervention strategy that has
long term and multiple impacts. Because of the context during the 1990s POWA
became more reactive and focused on service delivery. Changes in funder’s pnonties
and the social context suggest a shift to a new balance that has reactive and proactive
elements- which is a challenge that the organization is looking at and trying to
reposition itself.
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Appendix B: Questionnaire for Carrie Shelver, director of the Training and Public
Awareness department at POWA®’
Background
1. How long has POWA had a Training and Public Awareness department?
POWA was formed 25 years ago principally to provide direct services
(counseling and crisis intervention and information provision) to women
victims/survivors of violence. It was volunteer driven and according to my
knowledge there was an educational team that did much of what the TPA Dept
(Training and Public Awareness) does. This unit was over the years developed to
the point of employing staff although it continued (and continues) to utilize
volunteers in some of its functions. When I arrived at POWA the TPA Dept
functions had been reassigned to clinical staff due to funding shortages and as
such the TPA Dept had ceased to exist. Thus my first responsibility was to re¬
establish the TPA Dept in August 2002.
2, What is the goal/mission of the TPA?
Broadly speaking, the TPA Dept seeks to create awareness around the issue of
VAW in civil society and the state. In addition, TPA increases skills and capacity
amongst existing service providers working in the sector to ensure that
victims/survivors receive efficient and effective services.
3. How integral to POWA is the work of the TPA? In another sense, how is
TPA fulfilling the broader goals of POWA?
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Ms. Shelver did not respond to the entire questionnaire. However, all questions, whether answered or
unanswered, are included.
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The TPA Dept is one of the few departments within POWA that conducts
proactive work - with the focus of POWA’s work lying within direct service
delivery the TPA Dept has to both represent the experiences of victims/survivors
in delivery of training to existing service providers and law reformers and, to
ensure that victims/survivors are aware of what their rights and responsibilities
are when seeking assistance. Further, TPA engages in preventative work through
interventions aimed at youth, community members etc. Recently we have run a
pilot programme at South Alfrica’s largest male prison with men who are
incarcerated for intimate femicide. It is my view that the TPA Dept is integral m
fulfilling many of the broader goals of POWA (perhaps with much reliance on the
TPA dept to do so? - In other words the preventative/proactive function of the
TPA Dept needs to be mainstreamed into other services).
4. How does the TPA function within POWA?
The TPA Dept currently is staffed by a Manager (myself) but some of the
flmctions utilize other POWA staff in fulfilling its mandate. So for example,
clinical staff to
the Director. Staff
presentations are done by all staff members, and  I sometimes use
co-facilitate on certain trainings. The TPA Manager reports to
engaging in TPA activities report to the Director not the TPA Manager. There is a
discussed. The
management forum where these and other cross-cutting issues are
TPA Dept is also responsible for co-ordinating monthly skills development
thus
providing another forum for feedback.




Only one office at Berea (head office) but jurisdiction extends to entire POWA
service area and beyond.
6. How many people are employed or work as volunteers with TPA?
One manager. 8 volunteers.
7. From what disciplines/past occupations do the employees of TPA come?
I was previously the Director of the National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian
Equality and come from an activist background and experience -base. I have been
involved in other social movements including, women’s movements, HIV/AIDS
Access to Treatment Movement. My academic background is adult education and
political science.
8. How does the TPA seek employees?
We have a volunteer recruitment policy which involves recruitment from service
users, community members etc. We then screen applicants against set cntena.
They receive training, mentoring and supervision. They serve for a one year
period. For paid positions POWA utilizes the recruitment policies which are in
line with the labour legislation with a strong emphasis on Affirmative Action and
experience within the gender movement.
9. How would you define the work of TPA?
TPA’s work falls into the following categories:
Internal and external skills development & capacity building of service providers
working within GV sector.
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Public awareness and Rights information - increasing access to justice and other
tools for abused women, building support for gender equality, promotion of
equality
10. How does the office balance the internal task of training and the external
task of public awareness?
With difficulty! Remember our training services both POWA staff, clients and
volunteers and external agencies plus does public awareness. We try to balance
this out through careful planning and utilizing staff and volunteers. We also use a
cost-benefit criteria to determine which interventions we take on and refer those
we feel do not meet our mandate or criteria.
Mission
11. In your opinion, how important is public awareness in the fight against
gender violence in South Africa?
Vital. Unfortvmately public awareness tends to be compartmentalized and single
issue based. So for example HfV/AIDS awareness focuses on demystifying
HIV/AIDS only and one sees few public awareness campaigns / materials which
demystify HIV/AIDS and gender simultaneously. There is little co-ordination
amongst campaigners and social movements - alliances are few and thus lots of
single messages often competing for attention and with conflicting messages. I
would like to see public awareness campaigns that portray GV survivors
victors (not victims) that portray strength and independence of survivors. I would
like to see GV campaigns looking to demystify gender stereotypes and norms.
These are the gaps in current public awareness campaigns. Public Awareness
as
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should focus on prevention and marketing of services and should reach out in new
medias and to all areas and groupings within civil society.
12. How is violence prevention and violence awareness linked within the
TP A? How is prevention and awareness linked within the epidemic as a
whole, as you see it?
Awareness around the nature of - social and legal context - Domestic Violence is
seen as part and parcel of violence prevention work. We explore theories of
violence, how and why it happens, how it is repeated etc trans-generationally and
urge women to seek help so as to ensure that re-victimisation/ revenge etc is not
the outcome. Our work at prisons is two fold - primary prevention and prevention
of recidivism. We are not just talking about what has happened but what strategies
are necessary to prevent/ reduce it from happening.
13. How vital is public awareness to POWA’s overall mission?
Vital yet under-resourced. Please refer to POWA mission in overview document.
14. How does the public awareness sector of TPA (and POWA) operate. Is
most self-init*®!®^^
Both. Informed by our research which looks at our service users experiences
-ie
the TPA commissioned to do certain tasks, or are
and
areas where interventions are required and gaps in our services user group
also initiate tasks throughwho is not using our services and why. Secondly, we
consultation with staff, volunteers who also are well-placed to identify need. We
also receive requests from external agencies - both state and civil society to
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provide training and education interventions. In the latter we mostly conduct
needs assessments with agency members to identify outcomes.
15. If commissioned, who are they commissioned by?
As stated above. We have worked with South Aifrican Police Service, Justice
Officials, Departments of - Correctional Services, -Justice, -Education, - Social
Development as well as variety of NGOs (non governmental organizations) CBOs
(Community Based Organisations) and FBOs (Faith Based Organisations)
political parties and other special interest groups.
16. If initiated, how are programs selected?
The Campaigns
17. On what research do POWA’s public awareness campaigns base
themselves?
Internal and external research.
18. How are campaigns developed and what is the typical timeline?
19. How does the TPA select which campaigns to administer and which to
forgo?
20. Has POWA ever collaborated with another NGO or people’s group to
administer a campaign? If so, what and when?
WE have collaborated and supported other agencies in running campaigns
the past 25 years. POWA has been involved in (to differing degrees) anti-





SA Constitution, new Domestic Violence Act, Justice for Women Campaign, to
name a few.
21. What types of campaigns does POWA/TPA design?
Case-related campaigns e.g around investigation, sentencing and paroling of
offenders; policy and law reform campaigns e.g. around victims rights and service
protocols. These take various forms including social mobilization, lobbying and
advocacy, information dissemination and public relations campaigns.
22. Describe, if possible, a current campaign of the TPA.
We are currently working on a public relations campaign celebrating 25 years of
POWA. This campaign seeks to review the past 25 years of POWA’s involvement
in the struggle for gender equality in SA and the impact this has had on women s
lives.
Scope
23. Where are the largest (or the most numerous) campaigns of the TPA and
why?
Geographically, our campaigns are mostly focused within our service area -
Gauteng.
24. Who does the TPA sees as its main targets for public awareness?
Men, women, service providers - criminal justice system, unions, health and
welfare institutions and community based structures.
25. If these targets are men, how does POWA in general and the TPA
specifically reach out to men?
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We tend to partner up with men’s groups such as Men’s Forum etc in reaching
men. We also utilize a peer-education model training men to speak to other men.
We have a small number of men within the volunteer and staff component of the
organization. We also have representatives of the men’s movement on our Board.
26. If these targets are abused women, how are they reached? (If population
targets are based on research that has been conducted, please note.)
We often outsource our campaigns to media agencies who conduct research on
our behalf, they also draw on our service user stats.
27. Are most campaigns administered through the media? How long do
typical campaigns last?
We utilize community and national radio stations, national print and broadcast
media.
28. How are campaigns promoted?
29. Does the TPA have any means of measuring the response of its public
awareness campaigns? If so, how?
30. How successful has TPA been in the area of public awareness and how is
that success measured?
Campaigns are internally monitored and evaluated by the TPA and Research
Depts as well as externally evaluated by consultants. The success is linked to
campaign specific objectives.
31. What methods of public awareness have proven most effective for TPA?
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32. What are the limitations of public awareness and specifically of the TPA
department?
Human resources, integration and co-ordination within the organization as a
whole and between different departments specifically needs strengthening.
33. In you opinion do you feel that the public is generally aware of the
prevalence and intensity of gender violence? Do you think that it is a silent
evil, something that is almost taboo to speak about?
My sense is that the public is aware of the prevalence and intensity of DV -
if from their direct or indirect experience thereof. Somehow we are failing to link our
public awareness campaigns with this experience in a way that encourages behavioural
change. I am not sure if this is because of the way in which we have portrayed DV which
has led to stereotypical and narrow understanding of what DV is. We have found that
people are generally aware of physical and sexual abuse and increasingly of the laws
governing GV are. People also are increasingly willing to speak out against DV and yet,
access to justice remains inadequate, treatment protocols go unobserved and levels of
violence continue to be disproportionately high. South Afiica is also a country of vast
inequality, as one moves around the country one can observe the differences of access to
information, justice and equality in rural versus urban dwelling people. Myths and
stereotypes around GV are dynamic and at the mercy of those that control the media.
even
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